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LiveAbout uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using LiveAbout, you accept our use of cookies. Your favorite book says a lot about your personality. Let's be honest: whenever we see someone's house for the first time, we definitely judge them by the contents of their bookshelf. We don't have to judge people by the books they read, of
course, but sometimes you need that extra little understanding of a new friend's personality. If they only own biographies of famous dictators, for example, you can proceed cautiously. If they have all the Harry Potter books, the Saga series, and a few books on cross-feminism prominently, marry them immediately. And then there's the whole subsection of
books told through photographs. Comics and graphic novels are finally gaining recognition as real literature, but there's still plenty of judgment when it comes to openly loving a book about dudes in tights fighting monsters. A lot of people don't understand the incredible variety of comics out there. You can still read about super men and women punching each
other in space if you want, but you can also read graphic memoirs, a piece of life comics, and a collection of Sunday paper classics. Are you in capes and cowbugs, or gritty indie comic cute? Whatever comics you love, they just might give people a hint of who you are. So check out what your favorite comic book says about you:1. Batman: The Dark Knight
returns Frank Miller there are so many different batmen to choose from. You could be in an old school TV show, Batman, and just really like kitsch. Or you could be in Frank Miller's Batman, and really dig a dark dirty take on the character (and feel wildly awkward about a TV show). If you like your Batman darker, then there's a good chance that you'll also
enjoy challenging books that question the morality of war. You need your superhero to have a well-written past and a hard moral code, and you have a lot of feelings about the new Batman VS Superman movie.2 Tintin from GergeWa loved Tintin Gerge since childhood. Pure art style, meticulous conspiracy, attractive characters - now that you're older, you
appreciate it even more. As a child, you may have been a short-lived child detective or stage reporter. Now you love to travel, or you dream of traveling and you enjoy a good adventure. Your dream life will definitely be climbing around the world with your gullible dog in tow. You have at least one card on display in your room. Spider-Man Stan LeeYou love
the classics and you would like to finish all the arguments with a really good zinger. You're not so interested in muscle-related superheroes: you prefer to have a weak story with lots of romantic complications. You also understand exactly how Gwen Stacy's death led to the Silver Age of Comics. High school was the worst time in your But now you're doing a
lot better. You feel slightly embarrassed every time they reboot Spider-Man Spider-Man though.4. Neil Gaiman's SandmanNeil Gaiman at Sandman means a lot to you. Perhaps it was the book that originally got you into comics, or the first truly dark comic book you've ever read. Either way, you like stories that other people describe as trippy. You're into
surreal art and no one can rock excessive eyeliner like you can. You're not afraid to step back as an intellectual, and you're definitely not afraid to wear torn tights in public.5 Calvin and Hobbs Bill WattersonYour room was a mess as a kid and you tracked the dirt into the house on more than one occasion. You were as happy playing with your imaginary
friends as you were with real people, and your parents were a little worried about you. You cringe when you think of philosophical ideas that felt so deeply to you when you were in high school. Calvin and Hobbs can still make you cry when you're really tired.6 Watchmen Alan MooreY's parents were very worried for you growing up. But you just like dark
comics. And not Batman or Sandman dark. Like, apocalypse-dark. You never be surprised to learn that a politician or celebrity is secretly a terrible person. You'll never get tired of Cold War movies, and you'll fight anyone who claims that comics can't be literary.7 Ms. Marvel G. Willow WilsonYou is like your superheroes, to be fun, and actually look and
behave like people you may know in the real world. You don't need another story about a millionaire with a chip on his shoulder or some jaded soldier guy. You know that you can wear pink and still fight patriarchy, and you want you to have a hero like Ms. Marvel to inspire you to grow up.8 The Saga Braink K. Vaughan and Fiona StaplesYou love the original
Star Wars trilogy. You're a sucker for a story with forbidden romance, and you're not too bothered about scientific accuracy in your science fiction (who says you can't have a spaceship made of wood?). You get excited about off-the-wall ideas, and as a kid you enjoyed coming up with outlandish fantastic worlds. But all fantasies aside, you love your family a
lot (even if you want you to be able to escape to outer space once in a while).9. to keep an eye on Alison BechdelYou know where the Bechdel test came from (and you're not afraid to apply it to every part of the media you come across). You had a fight with your mom over a haircut. You like the Portland series, you buy fair trade and you've been reading at a
feminist bookstore before. But mostly you like witty comics that somehow manage to manage the range of human emotions.10 Amazing X-Men Joss Whedon and John CassadayYou need more than one super-food person in your comics. You're familiar with the X-Men story, and you were a little skeptical of Whedon's run at first, but can totally get over it.
You like a fantastic story with a social allegory, and you have thought long and hard about what kind of mutant power you will have. Your circle circle important to you and you kind of wanted to go to boarding school as a child. Persepolis Mariana SatrapiYou talk about politics (and you tend to be the last person in the room). But you also love a good comingof-age story, especially if it's based on personal experience. You prefer the term graphic novel to comics, and you're definitely going to read Persepolis in original French once you learn the language from this new app that you've downloaded.12 Scott Pilgrim Brian Lee O'MalleyYwas were in the group and your hair was more than the same color in your life.
You use outdated slang ironically. You are very good at video games and you are still not quite sure what you want to do with your life. But that's ok because you're an optimistic person and you know you'll find something amazing. Image: Unsplash One of the roughest years of my life was the day I took the stage to perform comedyAndy Haynes getting a lift
from a fellow comic before his Conan debut. One of the hardest years of my life was the day I took the stage to perform a comedy routine. This was the culmination of a standup comedy class I took for an article I wrote. To put it mildly, I bombed. My friend Mitch was on hand to watch the debacle, and here's our conversation after my act: Mitch: You were
terrible. It's just awful. Your act was amateurish. There was no laughter. Nothing redemptive, whatever. Andy: Oh? Mitch: And you're the worst comic book I've ever seen. The rabbi at my mother's funeral had better stuff than you. Andy: So you're saying that my act requires a little clarification. Mitch: Yes. If you can refine yourself and your jokes out of your act
and leave only a naked scene, the act will be improved immeasurably. I take Mitch's advice. After all, comedy is not for the weak. Director Scott Moran knows that. In a series of behind-the-scenes videos titled Modern Comedian, Moran follows and interviews the comics to see what makes them tick. Episode 6, the most interesting, focuses on comic Andy
Haynes as he prepares a routine for his biggest show ever six minutes on Conan O'Brien. Moran shows how he edits his act and decides which jokes to stay with and which ones to get downloaded. Language alert! There is one bleepable word spoken. All comics start with a script, and that was no exception. I wrote a one-page, standalone Future Shockstyle story that I thought would allow me to show some of the techniques a comic artist often required to use. Things like creating a shot, silhouettes, panels to panel transitions and so on. The latter of its kind is a simple bait and switch-style future shock story about an old man and his bonsai tree, and a robot that takes care of him. he's also the last of his
Comics is a peculiar skill that requires experience in anatomy, costuming, lighting, architecture, drawing vehicles and many other techniques, but they are all subject to one requirement to tell a story. As a result, one of the dangers is lost in the details of one picture. You often find yourself falling in love with a panel or a face or a figure, but in the context of a
story it just doesn't work. Sometimes a correction can be as simple as flipping the panel, moving the shape more away from the center, or trimming something in the panel differently. Even removing the panel boundaries can help tremendously. It may be the smallest thing. Read the script! It always starts here - reading the script once to get an idea of the
story. I'll read the script several times to become familiar and comfortable with it until I'm ready to start drawing sketches. Since my job is to inform the script reader, making sure that I understand that it is vital!02. All thumbs-up the script's sketch drawing is essential. At this stage I'm trying to figure out where the characters are placed in the panel, how the
panels will flow together, and whether the writer's instruction for the big panel is out of step with the demands of the dialogue of the other panels. As a rule, the more dialogues on the panel, the more it should be. I draw a miniature using my Side On pencil tool. I don't want to get lost in the details and it's good for that. Layout optionsI decided to take another
jab at the sketch. The layout is a bit boring, and much more like the middle of the story in terms of its rhythm bar. I need a page that looks like a separate block. Taking a picture and putting it as a single high panel allows it to dominate the page from a distance. However, experience tells me that after reading it, the panel quickly retreats in the background.
Character designUsually character designs come after reading the script. However, since this is a one-page story, with characters that appear here only once, there is no need to rethink them. I scribble out rough ideas, but actually, I'll develop them as I draw page.05. When I create a page, I create a new page in Manga Studio, the size that my editor
demands. Never guess those sizes! If you're not sure, ask (I've been burned before!). I've set the resolution to 600DPI: it's often higher than required, but you can never be sure where and how the work will be reissued, and the technology is moving so fast that nothing lower than 600DPI can be a gamble! Shortcut: Turn the Shift' Space page (PC only) Hold
these keys and use the mouse/pens tablet to turn the page. Very convenient for the line of art and sketches.06. Rough stuffI is usually penciled in a couple of stages. The first stage is when I'm about to block out everything I think I want on the page. I share the page on the panel needed and, With the first panel, work my way through. I still think, think,
scenario at this stage, as well as where the subtitles will go, and if there is enough room for everything!07. Slice 'n' diceUsing my sketch as a guide, I create a new frame folder in Manga Studio, and slice each frame using the Cut Frame tool. This divides the page into comic panels (Manga Studio uses the term Frame, but comics in the UK and US tend to
refer to them as panels). Each panel then has its own frame folder, capable of having multiple layers all disguised to fit. I set the frame boundary to 0.7 mm because I prefer a solid border.08 panel. The creation of shotThis is part of the grammar of comics, and is essential in grounding the reader in the world. Deciding to make the panel one of the pages of a
high column, I begin to build a city: rough grid vistas quickly with the help of Manga Studio-looking rulers. I pencilled in a couple of unusual-looking flying vehicles to further push the band into the future. The old man and the TreeIn the focus here is the old man's expression. The tree helps to frame his face, while his head and shoulders help frame the robots
behind him. I'm sure at least 25 percent of the panel is truly dead space, an area where art is relatively unimportant and clear for adding text and signatures. This is a good rule for each panel. Next page: 10 more tips for creating your own comic book wanted comic free pdf. wanted comic pdf español
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